[1] Aquatic vegetation has an important role in estuaries and rivers by acting as bed stabilizer, filter, food source, and nursing area. However, macrophyte populations worldwide are under high anthropogenic pressure. Protection and restoration efforts will benefit from more insight into the interaction between vegetation, currents, waves, and sediment transport. Most aquatic plants are very flexible, implying that their shape and hence their drag and turbulence production depend on the flow conditions. We have developed a numerical simulation model that describes this dynamic interaction between very flexible vegetation and a time-varying flow, using the sea grass Zostera marina as an example. The model consists of two parts: an existing 1DV k-" turbulence model simulating the flow combined with a new model simulating the bending of the plants, based on a force balance that takes account of both vegetation position and buoyancy. We validated this model using observations of positions of flexible plastic strips and of the forces they are subjected to, as well as hydrodynamic measurements. The model predicts important properties like the forces on plants, flow velocity profiles, and turbulence characteristics well. Although the validation data are limited, the results are sufficiently encouraging to consider our model to be of generic value in studying flow processes in fields of flexible vegetation.
Introduction
[2] Aquatic vegetation is an important part of aquatic ecosystems worldwide. In some areas a number of external human and natural factors are threatening the survival of aquatic plants, particularly sea grasses. When abundant, submerged aquatic vegetation can act as an "ecoengineer," with plants affecting their environment in such a way that they create more favorable living conditions for themselves and for other organisms Bos et al., 2007; Peralta et al., 2008] . In order to asses this ecoengineering ability and to enhance the prospects of success of restoration and protection attempts, more insight is needed into this interaction between vegetation, currents, waves, sediment transport and water quality.
[3] In other areas, the presence of vegetation in rivers and lakes can be problematic as the hydraulic resistance caused by plants might increase water levels. Many empirical [e.g., Unny, 1970, 1973; Järvelä, 2002; Sukhodolov and Sukhodolova, 2006; Wilson et al., 2003 ] as well as modeling work [e.g., López and García, 2001; Stoesser et al., 2009; Neary, 2003; Nepf, 1999] studied the effect of vegetation on hydraulic resistance. These studies have provided very useful insights, however they mostly focused on rigid or moderately flexible vegetation, whereas aquatic vegetation systems in estuaries usually consist of very flexible sea grasses.
[4] The interaction of sea grasses with their environment has been subject of numerous studies in the United States [e.g., Fonseca et al., 2002; Koch and Beer, 1996; Abdelrhman, 2003; Ackerman and Okubo, 1993; Worcester, 1995] , in the Venice Lagoon (Italy) [Bocci et al., 1997; Sfriso and Marcomini, 1997; Amos et al., 2004] and in other areas [van Katwijk, 2000; Christiansen et al., 1981; Godet et al., 2008; Olesen et al., 2004; Gacia and Duarte, 2001; Tamaki et al., 2002] .
[5] Field and laboratory experiments [e.g., Fonseca et al., 1982; Folkard, 2005; Schanz and Asmus, 2003; Ackerman and Okubo, 1993] provide valuable information, but are often expensive, difficult to conduct and have a limited range of applicability. We therefore decided to construct a numerical simulation model that is based on the processes that determine the interaction between flexible vegetation and its environment. With such a generic model, a wide range of characteristics in respect of currents, waves, water depths and vegetation characteristics can be studied.
[6] The first challenge is to model the water motion through a static vegetation field, since the hydrodynamics determine the transport of sediment and nutrients, as well as the forces acting on plants. Vegetation elements are often modeled as rigid objects, but flow patterns in highly flexible vegetation such as sea grass are very different from flow patterns through rigid vegetation. The bending or reconfiguration of plants reduces drag forces considerably [Vogel, 1981; Gaylord and Denny, 1997; Sand-Jensen, 2008; Bouma et al., 2005] . The bending allows for a greater flow over the canopy ("skimming flow") and for a turbulence maximum closer to the bed, whereas the prone leaves can shield the bed from high shear stresses. A second challenge is modeling the reconfiguration of a plant under time-varying flow, i.e., changes in unidirectional flow velocity or waves. Mechanical interactions between plants as well as the intricate structure of branches and leaves of some macrophyte species form further challenges.
[7] In this study, we set out to deal with the first challenge only: demonstrating a modeling approach for unidirectional flow through flexible vegetation. We strive to build on generic principles, while keeping in mind that the model eventually should be applicable to many species of macrophytes in many flow conditions. These latter two challenges require extensive experimental work however. In order not to make matters overly complicated we focus on flexible plastic strips and one plant species: the sea grass Zostera marina. Like most sea grasses, Z. marina (eelgrass) has a relatively simple shape: typically five long (>30 cm), thin (<0.5 mm) leaves with a rectangular cross section attached to a very short (<1 cm) stem. This makes eelgrass very flexible, and relatively straightforward to model.
Methods
[8] The aim is to create a generically applicable tool that is useful in studying flow and flow related exchange processes in fields of different kinds of flexible vegetation, as well as hydrodynamic loads on the vegetation and on the seabed. This means that two interacting models are necessary: one to simulate the hydrodynamics and one to simulate the movement of the plants. The former builds on an earlier model for flow through rigid vegetation by the second author that was presented at a symposium but not published in a journal [Uittenbogaard, 2003] , the latter is new. Each model works fully implicitly in time and space for stability, whereas their coupling is formulated semi-implicitly.
The Vegetation Model
[9] The crucial difference with earlier rigid vegetation models is that in this model the movement (i.e., the position, orientation and velocity) of a plant is modeled. The nonstationary nature of flow and plant motion in waves requires dynamic modeling. This has consequences for the numerical scheme because some forces depend linearly others quadratically on the velocity or the acceleration of the leaf. Backhaus and Verduin [2008] coupled a canopy model that simulates motions of plant ensembles to a hydrodynamic model, suitable for the simulation of short waves. Their model is based on field observations of maximum deflection of the sea grass Amphibolis antarctica. For small excitations the plants just follow the orbital motion, only at their maximum deflection plants exert a drag force. This approach works well for surface waves, although it is very speciesspecific. Ikeda et al. [2001] used a 'plant grid' within a large eddy simulation grid to model groups of leaves, assuming the movement of the plant can be described by the equations of motion for a flexible cantilever. Kutija and Hong [1996] modeled the effect of flexible reeds on hydraulic resistance, but without calibration and not taking the interaction of plants with flow into account. With the purpose of predicting the stability of plants in lakes, Schutten and Davy [2000] performed a regression analysis that linked hydraulic drag on flexible plants to flow velocity, biomass and species-specific factors. They did not study the effect of plants on flow. The model of Velasco et al. [2008] provides a reasonable approximation of the vegetation position as well as the velocity and shear profiles in flow through barley, but with the use of a large number of tunable parameters rather than a physical basis. Abdelrhman [2007] successfully developed and tested a two-dimensional model for the coupling of flow and very flexible eelgrass. His model is applicable to stationary flow and very flexible vegetation only, as blade elasticity and is omitted. Otherwise, his approach is partly similar to ours, by modeling a blade as a series of elements.
[10] Because of the need to deal with thin blades that show very large deflections, our method is to follow a Lagrangian approach by setting up a force balance of a plant, consisting of a number of leaf segments (see Figure 1) . The coordinate measured along the leaf is s, at s = 0 it is connected to the bed, s = s max is the tip of the leaf. On every leaf segment ds acts a distributed force q (N m −1 ) as a result of its relative weight and fluid motions relative to the orientation and velocity of the segment. In addition, the force components F (N) act on the ends of the leaf segment. These are a combination of internal normal and shear stresses, integrated over the leaf cross section.
[11] The following limitations apply: (1) a leaf moves in a single vertical plane only, (2) a leaf cannot fold around itself, (3) a leaf can only bend, not elongate, and (4) biomechanical properties are assumed constant along the leaf. This last limitation is not typical of the model: different properties can be assigned along the leaf, but for simplicity this is not tested in this study.
[12] The force balance for an element with solidity a (m 2 ) reads where r t is the total density of the leaf and the surrounding virtual water mass, based on the volumetric density of the vegetation r v , the water r w and a Morison-like virtual mass factor m f [Morison et al., 1950] :
The internal force components F x (s) and F z (s), as well as the leaf's positions x(s) and z(s) relative to its root connection are unknowns. A first additional equation couples the internal moment on a cross section to the internal forces:
The internal moment itself is also unknown, but it is related to the leaf's curvature ∂/∂s through
with E (N m −2 ) the elastic modulus of the leaf and I (m 4 ) the moment of inertia, based on width b and thickness d.
[13] The essential unknown here is the angle that serves in the leaf's position, assuming no elongation of the leaf:
Consequently, x(s) and z(s) follow directly from a given angle (s). With equations (1)- (5) the problem is closed and formulated into a single unknown (s).
[14] The following set of boundary conditions applies:
The first condition states that the leaf tip is not loaded; the other conditions fix the position at the bed, but allow for the angle to vary with the total exerted moment M(0), i.e., flexibility in the roots and soil.
[15] The most prominent forces acting on the leaf are those due to pressure differences, but when the relative flow direction is nearly parallel to the leaf, also shear stresses need to be considered:
where q S and q N are the force components parallel (i.e., friction) and perpendicular (i.e., lift) to the leaf, respectively. On the right hand side, r w is the specific density of water, C S is the friction drag coefficient (actually, C S = fA w with f a friction factor and A w = 2(b+d) the wetted area of a leaf) and C N is the coefficient for lift. Further,ũ w andũ v are the velocity vectors of water and vegetation, respectively, whereas u S and u N are the local velocity components referring to parallel to and normal to the leaf, respectively.
[16] The coefficients C S and C N are complicated because of their dependency on the orientation with respect to the flow and the shape of the cross section. Many observations are available for flat strips perpendicular or almost parallel to the flow, but nothing in between. Drag and lift coefficients along a range of angles could only be found for circular cross sections [e.g., Hoerner, 1965] . We removed this uncertainty by performing experiments with strips of eelgrass-like dimensions at different angles with the flow (section 2.3). It is assumed that the coefficients found for a stiff strip under a certain angle, also apply to a series of leaf sections at local angles (s).
The Hydrodynamic Model
[17] This model is an extension of the 1DV flow model as presented by Uittenbogaard and Klopman [2001] that is suitable for low Reynolds number turbulence by incorporation of the closure of Goldberg and Apsley [1997] . Dispersive stresses [Poggi and Katul, 2008; Nikora and Rowinski, 2008] are not included. Where many models for flow through vegetation have used principles derived from studies on atmospheric boundary layer flow [Finnigan, 2000; Poggi et al., 2004] , our model also uses principles of flow through porous media [cf. Breugem et al., 2006] , solving for the momentum equation for the pore velocity u(z) (m s −1 ):
in which r w is the fluid density (kg m −3 ), ∂p/∂x the horizontal pressure gradient (kg m −2 s −2 ), n the kinematic viscosity (m 2 s −1 ), n T the eddy viscosity (m 2 s −1 defined by a turbulence model), and A p (dimensionless) the solidity of the vegetation across a horizontal plane, i.e., the crosssectional area b(z) × d(z) (m 2 ) of a leaf times the number of leaves (n) per m 2 . Because we consider a horizontal plane, the thickness d depends on the angle of the leaf.
[18] F(z) is the resistance imposed on the flow that follows from the vegetation model according to
where C D is the drag coefficient (dimensionless) and a(z) = d(z)n(z) (m −1 ) is the solid area projected on the vertical plane perpendicular to the flow, per unit depth and per unit width. Note that a large number of plants is represented by the position of a single plant. Using this approach, all plants are considered to behave alike, which makes the model applicable to a spatially uniform situation inside a vegetation meadow.
[19] The applied two-equation turbulence model estimates the eddy viscosity through
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with k the turbulent kinetic energy or TKE (m 2 s −2 ), and " the dissipation rate (m 2 s −3 ).
[20] The equation for k reads
The first term in the RHS represents the vertical diffusion of TKE by its own mixing action, corrected for the available horizontal surface. T k is the additional turbulence generated by the vegetation (Wm −3 ). The amount of power spent by the mean flow u(z) working against the plant drag F(z) depends on the plant Reynolds number Re p through the viscous damping function f, which is <1 for Re p <200 [Goldberg and Apsley, 1997] :
The third term, P k , represents the standard expression for turbulence production by shear rates:
The last term in equation (11) is the dissipation of TKE by its work against viscous stresses, modeled by the following " equation:
Here, the first term on the RHS represents vertical diffusion of small-scale eddies, representing ", by the turbulent eddies. The last term may appear to represent the dissipation of dissipation, but it actually represents the rate at which the energy cascade converts TKE-dissipating eddies into smaller enstrophy-dissipating eddies.
[21] The second term, P " , is the production of small-scale eddies, scaled to the turbulence production P k by
The third term of (14) corresponds to the enstrophy production (being dissipation due to vegetation), which depends on the effective time scale t eff and the closure coefficient c 2" . This time scale is related to the different length scales controlling turbulence in and above vegetation. Internally generated turbulence (IGT) is created at sufficient distance from the bed as well as from the top of the vegetation. Here, the wake turbulence length scale is smaller than the available fluid space. Therefore the time scale of this small-scale IGT equals the intrinsic turbulence time scale:
This time scale is used as effective time scale by Shimizu and Tsujimoto [1994] and López and García [2001] .
[22] However, above the vegetation a shear layer exists that creates eddies at larger length scales. Insight from direct numerical simulation by Breugem et al. [2006] shows that these can be advected into the vegetation, thus being squeezed into smaller-scale eddies with a size depending on the available space inside the vegetation. The time scale related to this penetrated flow turbulence (PFT) can be derived by considering a stationary uniform turbulent flow through uniform vegetation, for which, in the absence of diffusion or shear production-dissipation, equals TKE production:
We can relate the time scale in equation (18) to a geometrical length scale by comparing the definition of the eddy viscosity in the k-" equation (equation (10)) with Prandtl's classical length-scale closure:
which yields the following expression for the geometryimposed time scale:
where L p is the typical length scale between the vegetation defined as
with c l of order unity.
[23] After calculation of both internal and geometrical time scales over the vertical, the effective time scale for enstrophy production is evaluated by
The values of the partially interrelated constants s k , s " , cm, c 1" and c 2" used in equations (11)- (20) are 1, 1.3, 0.09, 1.44 and 1.92, respectively, equal to those used by López and García [2001] and based on an extensive examination of turbulent shear flows by Launder and Spalding [1974] .
Setup of Flume Experiments
[24] The experiment has two objectives: (1) to provide drag and lift coefficients for strips under various angles of attack for use in the flexible vegetation model and (2) to provide a data set of forces and positions of flexible strips with well-known properties for use in validating the model.
[25] All measurements were performed in the racetrack flume of Netherlands Institute for Ecology, Centre for Estuarine and Marine Ecology (NIOO-CEME) in Yerseke, the Netherlands (which has also been used by, e.g., Peralta et al. [2008] ; see their article for a picture). The flume is 60 cm wide and can be filled with fresh or salt water to a depth of 40 cm. A conveyor belt with adjustable rpm creates bulk velocities up to approximately 0.4 ms −1 . Collimators and screens in the bends regulate turbulence and bend effects. For determining the coefficients C N and C S , depending on the angle of incidence and on the Reynolds number, the horizontal and vertical forces on inflexible metal strips have been measured with a force transducer. We used strips with a rectangular cross section of 5.0 mm width and 2.0 mm thickness.
[26] The angles (l) of the strips ranged from 0 to 90°r elative to vertical, with increments of 10°. For each angle, four strips were mounted onto the force transducer (see Figure 2) . The use of four strips proved necessary because at low velocities the force on a single strip was on the lower detection limit of our equipment. A linear relation between the number of strips and the total force proved that strips do not influence each other in this setup (data not shown).
[27] The forces were recorded at bulk velocities of 5.0, 11.4, 18.3, 25.0, 31.8 and 38.6 cm s −1 (see Figure 3 and Table 2 ). In most cases, measurements were also taken at 2.0 and 8.1 cm s −1 for low Reynolds number flows, thereby covering Re numbers from 100 to 1930. Every recording, hence every raw data file, contains 1 min of 20 Hz force measurements, i.e., 1200 values to give a good average. Measurements were done at the upper part of the water column with the largest possible depth (40 cm) to get the most uniform velocity profile, thus avoiding the logarithmic velocity profile near the bottom.
[28] At the measurement location, u, v, and w velocities were recorded using an ADV (Nortek) sampling at 25 Hz for 5 s in a grid of 21 points over the vertical and 15 points over the width of the flume; starting at 11 cm from the bed and 11.6 cm from the walls. The representative bulk velocity in Figure 3 was acquired by subsequent averaging over time and space. Though the sampling time is actually too short according to Nikora and Goring [1998] and García et al. [2005] , we feel that the dense spatial cover combined with earlier reports of rather stationary conditions in this flume (L. Van Duren, personal communication, 2010) gives a sufficiently accurate bulk velocity for our purposes.
From Forces to Coefficients
[29] To derive the coefficients C S and C N as used in the model, the magnitude (F) and direction (b) of the total force are calculated from the measured horizontal (F H ) and vertical (F V ) force through
Subsequently, the angle g between the force angle b and the strip angle l was calculated, enabling the decomposition of F in forces parallel (F S ) and perpendicular (F N ) to the strip:
Then, assuming only a horizontal velocity (i.e., w = 0, u = u H ), C S and C N are defined as
According to the "cross-flow" principle of Hoerner [1965] , the following appears valid for circular cross sections:
where C D is a coefficient for the form drag and C f represents skin friction, multiplied by a factor f for the ratio between the wetted area and the cross section. Here, f = A wet /A = 2(b+d)/bd = 2.8 holds.
Validation Experiments: Flexible Strip Positions
[30] Three types of plastic strips with different flexural rigidity were used in the same setup and conditions as the metal strips in section 2.3 (Figure 2 ) to check whether the position of the plant and the forces acting on it are calculated correctly, see Table 1 . At various velocities, we measured the force in main flow (i.e., horizontal) direction for a number of strip lengths. For each condition, the positions ( Figure 5 ) have been recorded using two 1 cm coordinate grids stuck to the flume walls to assure a perpendicular view, marking the position on a transparent sheet. The positions of the transparent strips could not be determined reliably.
[31] As boundary conditions for the model, we used the water depth and depth averaged flow velocity. Measured flow velocity profiles (section 2.3, Figure 3 ) were used to calibrate the bed wall and sidewall roughness coefficients. The computational grid consists of 100 computational layers over the vertical that zoom in at the bed and the area around the top of the vegetation while following the canopy top. The grid cell height around the vegetation top is 0.01 mm, at the bed level it is 0.1 mm. Each strip consisted of 40 elements. The verification runs in section 3.1 showed that these numerical settings should be more than adequate, which was confirmed by a small sensitivity test.
Validation Experiments: Hydrodynamics
[32] Experimental results from Nepf and Vivoni 
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a The E modulus was determined with a Perkin Elmer DMA 7e dynamic tester, the thickness was determined with a micrometer, and the width was determined with a digital caliper. attached to a 2 cm high wooden base (6.4 mm diameter). The elasticity modulus of the blades is 2.56 × 10 9 N m −2 , derived from the specified flexural rigidity and the moment of inertia. The volumetric density of the material is not mentioned, but estimated at 975 kg m −3 because it was slightly buoyant. The best recorded experiment is for a depth of 0.44 m and a depth averaged velocity of 0.10 m s −1 .
[33] This water depth and depth averaged velocity were used as boundary conditions in the simulation of their experiments. The roughness coefficients were considered similar to those in the NIOO flume; the numerical settings are equal to those in section 2.5 too.
Results

Verification Runs
[34] As a first simple check of the model, we compared the bending of a relatively stiff strip under a uniformly distributed load in our model with the theoretical solutions for cantilevers [see, e.g., Gere and Timoshenko, 1999] . The result were essentially the same.
[35] Further, we verified the behavior of the model for a number of simple cases with "standard" conditions (water depth h = 0.5 m, depth averaged flow velocity U = 0.2 m s −1 , leaf length l = 0.25 m, leaf width b = 5 mm, thickness d = 0.3 mm, E = 2·10 9 N m −2 , r v = 920 kg m −3 , r w = 1000 kg m −3 , n = 100 stems m −2 , 40 elements per stem) representative of field and laboratory conditions. Without showing data or going into too much detail, we found that (1) time steps of dt = 0.01 to dt = 1 s yield similar solutions; (2) 50 to 100 layers over the vertical yield the same solutions; the result of 20 layers is very similar but slightly coarser; and (3) 20 or more elements are necessary to represent the plant position well.
[36] In addition, we varied some properties of the plants, leading to the following observations.
[37] 1. An increased tissue density (range: 1-2000 kg m −3 ) leads to increased bending, but the effect on flow properties is limited as the chosen number of plants is small.
[38] 2. An increase in number of plants (range: 1-10000 m −2 ) leads to a more upright position, larger turbulence production and a distinctly different flow profile.
[39] 3. Short plants (0.05 m) remain almost upright, experience more drag and have more effect on flow than plants of intermediate lengths (0.25 and 0.50 m) that assume a more streamlined position. Longer plants (1-2 m) bend further, but do create more resistance due to skin friction.
[40] 4. The stiffer the plant (E = 1 × 10 2 to 10 14 N m −2 ), the more upright it stays and the more drag it creates. Due to rapid movement, stable simulations on very flexible plants require a smaller time step to remain stable.
[41] 5. At higher flow velocities (0-2 m s −1 ) plants bend more.
[42] 6. For increasing water depths (0.05-5 m), the bending of the plants as well as their effect on flow decrease markedly as more flow passes over the plants. 
Forces and Values of Coefficients
[43] In Figure 4 the values for C S and C N , determined from the experiments through equation (23), are plotted against the angle l. The coefficients seem to be fairly equal at all flow velocities, although at lower velocities measurements were difficult and less accurate. At higher velocities, the strips started to vibrate at low angles relative to vertical, resulting in a higher drag coefficient. Therefore, the values measured at the intermediate U = 18.3 cm s −1 are used.
[44] For a fit, equation (27) would be an obvious starting point. However, in the case of C N this is not possible; especially values at high angles (i.e., a "flatter" orientation) are much higher. To account for these higher values, the following fit was made:
In the model, C N is limited to 2p for stability reasons, a value often used for plates at small angles of attack, see Hoerner [1965] .
Validation With Flexible Strips
[45] Figure 5 shows the positions of very flexible and rather stiff plastic strips at different flow velocities and different lengths, whereas Table 2 lists the forces. Like the metal strips, the plastic strips started to vibrate at high flow velocities, possibly resulting in a different drag coefficient, which has not been included in the model. Also, measurements at 2.0 and 5.0 cm s −1 are less accurate (see section 2.3). Possible errors in equipment, experimental setup and the measurement of strip properties give an accuracy of 11% for the forces and 1 cm for the positions.
Discussion
[46] The general behavior of the model as discussed in section 3.1 matched our expectations as well as observations recorded in literature. Our simulations clearly show that longer plants do not necessarily create more drag, similar to our own observations and those of Vogel [1981] and Bouma et al. [2005] .
[47] Our model appeared to be very sensitive to the number of stem elements. At the same time, this number affects the computation time negatively, up to a power of four. To alleviate this problem we incorporated a logarithmic distribution of element increments (ds in equations (1)- (5)), concentrating many small elements near the fixation point (where most bending occurs, hence resolution is required) and longer increments toward the free and straight tip.
Performance of the Model: Forces and Positions
[48] In many cases, especially at intermediate flow velocities, the predicted forces are fairly close to the measured values (Table 2) . In some cases model predictions deviate more than the expected measurement precision, but they do show an internal consistency similar to that of the measurements. Therefore, the results are considered to be useful.
[49] At the lowest flow velocities, the performance of the model is difficult to determine, since the forces are close to the lower detection limit of our equipment and the velocity profiles are not uniform along the strip (Figure 3) . These values are too low, probably as a result of a lower flow velocity in the upper part of the water column that could not be measured. These values are considered too low because the maximum increase in force with respect to the other strip lengths exceeds with a linear relation. c For these measurements, the strips vibrate.
Nevertheless, the results are not far off, though generally underpredicted. This difference might be explained by the model's drag and lift coefficients' independence of the Reynolds number, whereas at these low Re numbers the measurements on stiff strips indicated higher values.
[50] Apart from some individual anomalies, the structural differences in both forces and positions between the model and the experiments can be explained by a possible dissimilarity of the velocity profile: in the model, the simulated velocity profile is uniform over the upper part of the water column, whereas in the experiment appears to be slightly lower close to the water level. That close to the fixed end of the strips, this lower velocity hardly affects bending, but it does reduce the force quadratically. On the other hand, if the velocity at the tip is slightly higher, the position will be strongly affected due to the larger leverage, but due to the more streamlined orientation of the strips the resulting increase in force is minimal.
[51] The structural underprediction of the forces and positions for the stiff transparent strips (ST, Table 2 , footnote c) might be attributed to the drag increasing flutter, a phenomenon not incorporated in the model. The measurements on the stiff metal strips clearly show an increase (about 25%) in drag if flutter occurs.
Performance of the Model: Hydrodynamics
[52] Figure 6 shows a comparison of the experiment and model simulations. The agreement with the measurements of Nepf and Vivoni [2000] is fairly good, especially in the vegetated part of the water column. The discrepancies near the water surface are probably the result of sidewall friction in their rather narrow flume causing secondary flows. Another small, but coherent deviation from the measurements is the slight underestimation of the velocity especially just below the top of the canopy, combined with an overestimation of the turbulence intensity in this area. This indicates that we either underestimate the penetration of momentum from the free flow into the canopy, which would lead to a higher velocity inside the canopy, or that we slightly underestimate the canopy height itself. The latter corresponds to our finding that the plants in our model remain very upright, which is probably due to the very high, but not directly measured, modulus of elasticity.
[53] To study the effect of different canopy heights on flow properties, we compared these validation results with those of simulations based on the same settings, but with completely rigid (E = 2 × 10 12 N m −2 ) and naturally flexible (E = 2 × 10 7 N m −2 ) vegetation. Figure 7 shows that the experimental results of Nepf and Vivoni [2000] and rigid vegetation are very similar, whereas the more flexible vegetation leads to a lower canopy with higher flow velocities inside. For a comparison with more traditional methods of incorporating the effect of vegetation in a hydrodynamic model, we also made a simulation with a smooth bed without vegetation and one in which the vegetation is mimicked by a bed roughness coefficient (in this case a [2003, 2007] , and Gambi et al. [1990] . However, either their recording of vegetation properties, the complicated shape of their vegetation meadow or the single dimension of our model hampers a good comparison. This indicates the two major drawbacks of our model: it does not deal with spatial variability or complicated plant forms and it requires the input of vegetation properties that are not usually measured such as the modulus of elasticity. At the same time, the reliance on vegetation properties is one of the main advantages of our model: when these physical properties are known, there is no need for estimating "drag" coefficients like for example in the model of Velasco et al. [2008] .
Interaction Between Plant Properties and Flow
[55] To show the effects of changes in plant properties on flow properties and vice versa, we made a series of simulations in similar conditions as discussed in section 4.2, though with some small changes: Figure 8 shows what happens if from the standard set of parameters (depth averaged velocity, depth, plant elasticity or spatial density), one is changed. The standard settings are U = 20 cm s . These simulations should be seen as a first exploration, since many combinations are possible in nature. We feel that in some circumstances the one parameter is decisive, whereas in other conditions the effect of this single parameter may be rendered insignificant by others; for example, in very dense fields the properties of individual plants may not matter anymore. However, a thorough study into all mutual influences is beyond the scope of this article.
[56] An increasing flow velocity means that the plants will bend more and the bed shear stress is higher. For increasing depths there is not much difference because the ratio of free flow to canopy flow is large in most cases, except for the shallowest condition where more water is forced through the canopy. Changes in elasticity seem to have the strongest effect on flow and plant position: The stiffer the plants, the higher they reach into the water column and the more they divert flow from the canopy toward higher regions. The flow velocity near the bed however is very similar in all cases. A larger plant thickness would do the same, as both thickness and elasticity contribute to flexural rigidity. A denser canopy does lower the velocity close to the bed considerably, but only the highest density has a considerable effect on the plant position.
Applicability and Further Work
[57] With the model in its current form, one can look in detail at processes in and above a vegetation field, and derive properties that govern the exchange of substances and the survival of plants. This model could also be used as a predictor of bed roughness coefficients for areas with flexible vegetation, such as estuaries and rivers, thus expanding the possibilities of other hydrodynamic models that do not account for vegetation explicitly.
[58] The inclusion of spatial variability and the possibility to study plants with nonuniform properties along their length are subject of current research. A similar extension into three dimensions has already been successfully made for an earlier rigid version of this model [Temmerman et al. 2005] . Other improvements to the model would be including more natural meadow-related issues like the mechanical interaction between blades, the effect of plants sheltering in each other's wakes [Raupach, 1992; Nepf, 1999] and effects of other organisms, e.g., epiphytes on blades. In our opinion, each of these topics would justify separate studies that require a substantial experimental basis. On a different track, assessing the model's performance in wave conditions is also worthwhile.
Conclusions
[59] In conclusion, our model for flow trough very flexible vegetation performs well. Its achievement in determining the position and forces of strips of three different materials, at various lengths and flow velocities, indicates that the model and the drag/lift coefficients are generally applicable. As very flexible plants can assume a position almost parallel to the flow direction, it is not sufficient to take only the drag perpendicular to a leaf into account. The predicted hydrodynamic properties also compare quite well to measurements and are based on measurable physical input parameters rather than estimated tuning coefficients. The incorporation of flexible vegetation gives more realistic results than the use of rigid vegetation or the use of an adjusted bed roughness coefficient. The model is sensitive to plant parameters though; particularly the stem thickness and the elasticity. The latter can be difficult to measure. Another limitation is the fact that the model does not deal with spatial variability, complicated plant shapes or mechanical interactions between plants. The flow velocity has a much stronger effect on the plant position than the depth and the structural rigidity is more influential than the number of plants per area.
[60] Overall, the performance of the model is good. Validation data are limited however and the hydrodynamic performance is validated only against measurements in rather common flow conditions. The model should also be tested against measurements of more extreme situations: higher and lower flow velocities, more flexible vegetation, different relative flow depths and different vegetation configurations.
[61] Because we realistically predict plant positions, forces on plants, hydrodynamic properties and bed shear stress reduction, we consider our model a useful improvement. The basis of physically measurable input parameters provides us with a very useful and generic tool in studying flow and exchange processes in fields of flexible vegetation.
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